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Device to retract soft growing robots

Stanford researchers at the Okamura Lab have prototyped a new retraction device
that can reverse growth of a soft growing robot without undesired buckling. This
device extends the usability of pneumatically everting soft growing robots described
in earlier Stanford docket S15-383. This device enables the robot to retrace its steps
after growing in free space, as well as to retract without applying undesired force to
the environment in confined space. Applications include navigation, exploration, and
manipulation tasks in varied industries such as oil and gas and nuclear powerplant
and aircraft/military inspection.

Related Technology:
Stanford docket S15-383 "Soft robotic device capable of growth"

Stanford News, July 19, 2017 "Stanford researchers develop a new type of soft,
growing robot"
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Figure description - Device allows controlled tip motion and force applied to the
environment for soft growing robots during retraction. Figure credit: Okamura Lab

Stage of Development

Prototype
Continued work to decrease device weight and size and increase strength

Applications
Navigation, exploration, and manipulation tasks
Oil and Gas inspection
Nuclear decommissioning and plant inspection
Aircraft/Military inspection
Other exploration and inspection – e.g. retrieving samples or delivering payload



Advantages
Novel design:

Retracts the robot without buckling, enabling control of the robot tip
position and the force applied on the environment during retraction as well
as growth
Provides a mounting point for sensors and tools at the robot tip

New tasks performed:
Exploring different branches of a forking path
Reversing growth (retracting) while applying minimal force on the
environment
Grasping and bringing back environment samples to the base

Flexible length of soft robot: These robots can lengthen from a fixed base
to arbitrary lengths, limited only by the amount of material that can be stored
in the base
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